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El Morya
Humans tend to immerse themselves in the collective consciousness in which they bathe. If you are among a
group, the thought that crosses your mind is yours only 20% of the time. 80% of the time, you capture the
thought of others. Naturally you believe it is you who thinks such a thing, who feels bad or regrets something
when it might actually be the third neighbour sitting at the same table who has that regret. But, you feel his
regret and as soon as this emotion enters your body, your mind tries to find the situation which could tie in
with this regret. Suddenly, you remember a scene where you actually felt a lot of regrets, but the trigger was
not you, it was the third neighbour. Know that this behaviour has delayed each person on this planet for
hundreds and hundreds of years. 80% of the time, you do not live your life, you live the life of all those
around you.
It is required that you practice being in your own place. When you feel something, ask yourself: “Does this
emotion really belong to me? Does it comes from outside? Is this really me who talks, who thinks like that?”
You know that humans create by their thoughts, their emotions, their gestures, their energy. For example: if
you vibrated at the 4th or 5th dimension and you put yourself in a state of anger, the anger would go
immediately to the object of your anger and destroy it because anger destroys the cells. It destroys the love
that holds the cells. It makes them explode. The energy or consciousness that holds together the atoms, the
cells is based on love. When anger presents itself before this sphere of love, it acts like a small bomb. When
you point a loaded gun at someone, what happens? The person receiving the bullet falls dead, doesn't he?
This is an explanation in the physical of what anger does to another human. Anger is an energy that has this
kind of power. Hatred has a power even more explosive.
The energy you release is like a magnet that attracts to you the events, the situations, the people who vibrate
at that same vibratory level. All the matter surrounding the human beings: rocks, trees leaves, trees, air,
animals, birds... acts as a buffer zone between what you think and what happens around you. Currently the
full power of “action and creation of all that exists” is restored to the humans. That is to say that nature, all
the consciousnesses that are around you will no longer reduce or absorb some of the negative energy that you
release.
This is the reason why I ask you to practice being in your place. From now on, nature will retract itself. It
will remove the space between your thought and the result of the thought, the space between your emotion
and the result of the emotion. What will happen in the near future is that if you send loving thoughts to all
creation, it is love that will return to you in all its forms, very quickly. If you send thoughts of hatred, anger
or impatience, situations vibrating at that same vibratory rate will return to you quickly. This will happen so
that each human realizes his power and his responsibility toward the forces inhabiting him, toward his power
of creator, toward his power of authority as a child of the light who creates. You will have in front of you
exactly what you emit, exactly the energy that vibrates in you.
This is one major initiation that will be presented to each human. Many will not be able to bear this energy.
Their nervous system will be overloaded because it will be too much for them to see this interaction between
what happens inside them and the result around them. Those who are constantly angry with life, will live a
life where everything around them will display anger. Can you imagine?
You now begin this new phase of discovering your power as a creator. Of course, it will take a few months or
years before all these buffer zones between nature and humans disappear but the sooner you will become the
master of your thoughts, the sooner you will learn to be in your place, the faster you will move ahead and
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manifest yourself in this new world with grace and ease. You will have understood that when you are in the
moment and in your place, everything becomes harmony. Everything flows, everything communicates
together without fear, without conflict. Everything is perfectly balanced.
The human being must learn to walk on his own path, not on the path of the husband, the wife, the children,
the mother, the father, the village. Humans now, walk on all the roads except their own.
So I, El Morya, your big brother, come before you today to prepare yourself. My talk is about discipline, not
a discipline that imposes, that whips or destroys but a discipline that helps you stand in your majesty, your
nobility, your magnanimity. This discipline that you forgot, because for many lives, you have trained to
understand the discipline of a master, the discipline of one who steers his boat, who knows his mission and
accomplishes it -not in 10 years, 20 years or in the next life– but in this lifetime with discipline, rigor, faith.
Faith in knowing that what you are doing now is exactly what needs to be done. It is perfect and it will make
you the happiest. You know that it is your right. You know that it is the moment when all this must occur.
To those of you who are afraid of the word discipline, I say: “Do not be nervous! You spent more than ten
lives working at this discipline and you have enjoyed its teaching. You merged with its energy which works
harmoniously with the energy of the Will of God.”
Discipline is not a restricting quality, no. It is a quality that frees you because in front of choices it does not
hesitate and wonder, it goes immediately into action. It does not sit down waiting for the results to arrive by
themselves. No! The discipline pushes you into action because you know, in the depth of your heart, that the
actions you will carry out are the perfect actions and that the universe will support each of these actions. The
universe is at your beck and call to support your individual missions. It is the discipline that will open the
doors, that will keep your back straight for your mission, that will set you free.
To awaken from the third dimension, it requires discipline. You must want to achieve this internal mastery
which removes the limited views, the chains and which frees you completely from the illusion of matter. So,
discipline is your sister, your great and wonderful sister who can assist you in your mastery of the thought
element. Discipline is a big sister whose heart is filled with love. It collaborates with you, it never imposes.
Ask for its help. Ask its energy to merge with your heart, with your whole Being so that when your mission
becomes clear to you, you have the discipline and the will to take action, to open the doors.

Merlin
The time has come for humanity, for planet earth. It is the end of the non-love reign. The love reign is being
anchored in all dimensions of the planet. The upper layers are already saturated with the Christ Love, and
every day, it comes closer to the dimension in which you live. Soon it will touch the minds of humans, then it
will touch their emotions and then their physical bodies.
The physical bodies that will not be able to withstand this pure Christ Love high intensity will leave this
dimension. So my children, I am telling you: “Many people around you may quickly leave this dimension.”
If this happens, bless this event, bless this transition because it brings freedom to this soul. It brings new life
to this soul who came to learn, experiment, grow and will continue to grow, experiment and learn in another
dimension. When a soul leaves the body, it is to go to bigger and more exciting adventures in order to pursue
its training toward perfection. The body was only an object, an envelope that it used.
Death does not exist. It is a word that you applied to a transition by ignorance but also by manipulation from
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the non-love forces. Death is a word invented by man to frighten you, to engrave in your DNA, in all your
memory structures the fear of life. The fear of life is the denial of your dignity, your eternity, your royalty
because life is pure love and pure expansion. Nothing limits life. Life always creates new forms, new
expressions, new colors, and this, always with more beauty and perfection.
Death has been invented by humans. Remember that! In each heart, there is the fear of death. It is a very
dense, highly condensed emotion connected to each life you have lived in this dimension. It is important,
starting today, to meditate on the fear of death, to wrap this emotion with all the love in your heart, to thank it
for its service to you and to release it.
Observe, my children, what is around you. Does death exist? No. The leaves falling from the tree are not
dead. They are aware and their consciousness feeds the earth atoms consciousness. They continue to live by
transforming because all matter is pure energy, pure light that experiments. If you could get in contact with
the leaf that fell from the tree, it would tell you an amazing journey that is only beginning. It looks forward
with great joy to being deposited on the ground and break into a thousand pieces so that it acquires another
consciousness: that of the worm that will eat it, that of the insects that will eat it, that of the rain which will
fall on it, that of the earth that will transform its shape, its matter so that it becomes humus for the earth, for
the trees.
And do you think that the seed that feeds on this earth will benefit form this awareness? The earth
consciousness will grow through the seed, through the fruit that will be produced. It is an unbroken chain of
adventures, of understandings, of extraordinary learnings at the atomic and subatomic levels of the
consciousness attached to this leaf created by the tree.
I ask you today to open new eyes. Eyes that only see currents of life and transformation. Life is a continuous
transformation, an ongoing communication, an ongoing exchange because life is love in expression. Death
does not exist. Death is the extreme denial of your divinity. Accepting death is to accept that life does not
exist, that life is scary, that it is not your friend, that it does not cooperate toward your greatest happiness.
Accepting death is to separate from the cosmic consciousness life current. It is to reject, to close all doors
that the cosmos presents you at all levels: emotional, intellectual, psychological, physical ...
This fear of death has closed all doors of hope to accept life as your best friend, as the one that can
accomplish, achieve all your dreams, even the wildest. Accepting death is to recognize that life is not there to
assist you. So, healing the emotion of death, of the fear of death, even the belief in death, will open thousands
of doors in you. The doors to understanding the animal, the vegetable and the mineral kingdoms. All these
kingdoms that accept life unconditionally, that see no death anywhere, that trust without limits everything
around them knowing that the seed will receive the rain it needs to grow. It will have the light it needs to
grow. It will receive all the energy needed to produce the most beautiful flower that will radiate its beauty, its
love, its light, its unique quality in the great symphony of the great cosmic joy, the great joy of nature.
So I ask you today: “Are you ready to accept to heal this belief, this emotion of death, this illusion to allow
your inner doors to open and say yes to the great life, to everything that is most wonderful, to the endless
grandeur of the third dimension, of all the kingdoms that inhabit it? To say yes to life, this love in which you
are swimming and that only wants to present you the most beautiful gifts, the greatest magic, the greatest
love, the greatest light to help you become and express the beauty and the perfection that each of you is. Are
you ready now?”
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